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PPF MAIN10ANCE RULES

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

After the PPF installation, allow the film to 
settle for 48h to 72h - during this period  
do not expose your vehicle to chemicals  
or harsh weather conditions. Try to keep 
the vehicle in stable environment.

Do not wash your car with use of  
chemicals within the first 14 days  
after PPF application.

Do not use automatic car washes  
and while using hand wash, only  
rely on a trusted place.

Do not let contaminants, like bird 
droppings, remain on any surface.  
Remove safely as soon as possible.

Do not expose and let dry acid, caustic 
chemicals and any other contaminants  
you are aware of on your PPF.
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Use GYEON Q²M PPF Wash and Q²M PPF 
Maintain products at least once a month.

Use GYEON Q²M PPF Wash and Q²M PPF 
Maintain products at least once a month.6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

You drive = you care. Each car is subject to 
a unique life. The harsher the life, the more 
maintenance it requires.

If any damage occurs, please contact your 
GYEON Installer, do not try to fix it on your 
own.

Always wash and dry your car once it is cool 
and out of direct sunlight, never when the 
car is hot.
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HOW TO 
MAINTAIN
YOUR 
PPF’ED
VEHICLE?



Wash your vehicle with a traditional 
2 bucket methods and GYEON PPF 
Maintenance products.

To wash GYEON PPF you can use Q²M 
PPF Wash, a super slick and foamy 
shampoo designed to remove mild iron 
contamination on the film.

This shampoo can be used on the entire 
exterior surface of your vehicle too. 

Poor 20/30ML in 12 liters bucket, and wash 
your vehicle from top to bottom with Q²M 
Smoothie in straight motion a panel at the 
time. Rinse heavily.
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To dry your vehicle, use Q²M SilkDryer 
- use it in straight motion. Do not apply 
pressure while drying your paintwork. 
Use seperate dedicated towels for your 
paintwork, wheels and lower parts of 
your vehicle for an efficient and safe 
drying procedure.



Once washed, we recommend to 
apply Q²M PPF Maintain to boost 
hydrophobicity, gloss and slickness.  
Q²M PPF Maintain can be apply on 
 dry or on wet vehicle, it will act as  
drying aid.



For films older than 2 years, we 
recommend the use of Q²M PPF 
Renew, a dedicated cleanser for 
glossy protection film and wrap.
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To boost hydrophobicity after the 
use of Q²M PPF Renew, coat the 
film with Q²PPF, a flexible coating 
for PPF and wraps, with great UV 
resistance and slickness.
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